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Stock photo about this item: Pi'ango Library, 1975. Novel restricted. Status: Acceptable. A340169. Pi'ango Bookshop-556pp Port. S-Seller Inventory. 682842Page 2 May 16, 2020. Posted in Dias Uncertainty, Literature, published by Anderson James Research Group Bodis San Juan de Col, On May 2020 100 years ago, on May 17, 1920, was born in Caracas, in the neighborhood
of Guaratro, Aqlas Nazwa. As a gardening father and a female family, he soon started working to help his family's economy, while continuing his training through self-taught studies. He was up-to-date in the carpentary, the telephone and the button in the luxurious hotel, employed in a winery, until 1935 he started working as a speaker in the newspaper El Universal, the clyses and
evidence and evidence of the evidence. He learns French and English and works as a tour guide at the Fine Art Museum. He is sent as a newspaper representative for Puerto Cabelo, where the Intamalal campaign is an article of the local authorities' alas's kratakis, paid for by prison in 1940. He returns to caracas, works in tropical radio and puts it in the Al Universal column by the
same street. He is involved in the newspaper's last news where he begins to publish his own poems. He is part of El Morrocowi Azul where he published his Teatro Para leer. From 1943 he collaborated on El Naqonal and started publishing the poetry of The Vindy and children. He co-directed the elite magazine and magazine To. In 1946 he entered the Communist Party of
Venezuela. In 1948 he won the National Journalism Award. In 1953, she founded the magazine Women's Falsehood. Between 1955 and 1958, he went into exile because of the Insosatavos environment at the height of the dictatorship. Back in the capital, he collaborated in Dumanguata, a woman in trouble and published in Phosphorus, so it is said that at any time he would be
squeegly on it, as happened with almost all the publications that were closed by the government of more than a year in 1960. He continues to publish his work as a costombor, poetry and works. In 1967 he received the Municipal Award for Literature of the Federal District, The Karakis Physical and Spiritual. During the 1970s, he produced other books while maintaining the
simplest things program and giving lectures across the country. He died in a car accident on caracas on May 28, 1976 on the Valencia Highway. A comedian investigating the comedy Venezuela Homeorism has made a long development. From the beginning orality, to the common to become people, they approved to make the written word of customs and political slander fun.
Then he is joined in the civil competition against the dictatorships . After all, it's going to Important places in the traditional literary fields of the 20th century. Its main civic demonstration begins with a view that journalists are attached to bodies in a single vein and then is opened up to more global topics, as a way to reflect the puloral and jovially, even the literature, human and
social problems that hurt humanity. In his book Los Homosatus de Caracas, the values of the venezuelan partnership of the achalas nazwa vendi literature and the unrecognized Venezuelan stoicism of the stoicism:... A minor addition to all our fiction literature, appears in Venezuela as the first form of national literary expression in The Homeors... Very impressed by its Spanish
style, that before the end of the nineteenth century the style not only became independent, and not only did it pass in grace and refresh its model, but the grace is the pass and the freshness of its model, but its types of explanations, environments and themes , 1972, T. 1, pg. 9.) Many this becomes a somewhat controversial statement, to show no signs of minor humor for many
founding novels of national literature. It is understood that there has been a parallel path between comedy and novel, which does not stumble until the adult decades of the 20th century. Achaalas Nazwa pointing to the analogy, along with other scholars of the subject. Juan Aguaret as Venezuela's first comedian. A funny poet, comedian and letter editor by Incomanda, he became
famous in the 18th century Caracas and various American capitals. This freer, good Jesus, as a good place to dress you is no doubt believed to be the cross you deserve (Sobaro, 1988, T1, pg. 67) its distinctive unique aspects, such as carnival or Easter events, the mexican rulers, the groups and the customs images First, i took place in the newspaper where political and
costombarasmo had won. Similarly, cartoons have a remarkable presence as a self-existing message or support for writing. Luis Delgado Was a reference to Hector, Minister of State for Juli'n Castro, his festival poetry, his time with customs paintings and his dalogid tanz. Rafael Arvelo, presenting himself as a reference to political scum, As a famous celebrity named Dandi Guzm
sn, who will bring him many misfortunes, for which the current paradise Adam has lost, he also eats snakes. Nicole anor Bonet Paraza, Pablo Amalos Romero (Palo), Francisco de Sales Perez, Francisco Tosta Garcia, Miguel M'rmol (Jabal Aino), Complete panoramas exhibited by Nazwa in this century. He also organized two literary political events organized by intellectuals and
students. Delmcomics Ada, the possession of The Great of Guzm'n Blu, Bufa took place on March 14, 1885 at the Municipal Theatre of Caracas and its main character was Chirul del Guarari, which he held the crown of honor and was filled with false honors. In Joondi, such a scare and lack of poets and orchestras will not be forgiven. Another similar blow would happen in 1901,
as is the case in a rubber-criticizing regime. On this occasion, lebanese qwantalaro Alonso Sakari was honored, who wore the crown for his careful infolus and was called La Sacrada to the audience. This comedy earned him the promoter and the prison of the Central University closure. In 1900, in response to the Guzmncast rise, members of the Fine Arts Academy established
the Association of The Osaras, with the aim of making fun of the decision-making environment with close orders and the Herarches sedica. This club will last until 1936. From the beginning of the 20th century to Gomez's death in 1935, he would be signed by the war against the oppression of student and intellectual fields. The claim of The Achalyas Nazwa is cardinal in
understanding this process of Venezuelan humor. From the time of Rafael Arvelo he started to explain venezuela's homewares, the property that would create his greatest glory and greatest tragedy at the same time in all ages. Permarthi Art, the heat of the moment events, the I.E.S. never lived for its literary fate almost its political impact... Because they were not to make
resources more conscious work, but because they were careful to claim the civic conscience, the Great Angovatis thus sacrificed their best prospects for the food topicality; And to play the fate of his glory with his life, as the glory of the stories appear ingest in literary centers, he preferred to compare the role of professional political prisoners with the role of the long social drama.
(Nazwa, 1972, T1, pg.9) There is prejudice on two sides of it, which refers to the humor for a kind of culture-at-at-a-tatfore for which it can only be signed with one creation. And the attitude of the humor of sharing such prejudices . In the land of the 20th century, the land of the World was directly background to the Achaalas Nazwa: Leonkao Mart'nez Liu, poet, cartoonist, as a
member of the Circle of People's Causes, Drama, and Fine Arts Fatou was his director until his death in 1941. Francisco Pamantel Job Pim, literary comedy, begins in the true lame and in various newspapers, author of a work full of hans semblances, decent twists and sharp observations of reality. By Alvi Blu, poet Continental preacher, historian, umpire and speaker, knew how to
establish a connection with very little what is in Venezuela. Miguel Otro Silva, journalist and novelist with an essential view of his festival poems, poetry and comedy in the theatre. The Nazwa contemporary homewill will be the main figure in the summer. But his work also covers the story, the subject, the poetry. He was a film historian and producer in the royal theatre, a
researcher and a broadcaster in radio and television. Always grace, in the sense of being in a state of being, democratic, and in a state of inflexible ness with solidarity towards people. The word 'Achaalas' was a lover of love for Nazwa, the word and language, expressed their satisfaction and joy in talking to them or at least reading them at times. She was acknowledged for her
concern about the corruption of the Venezuelan speech, which she has expressed on many occasions. Words and their meaning stake in their television shows took a special place. The search for words was named one of the easiest things in a La C'lquide space in the 1970s, published in a book published by the Office of Central Information in 1972 and published on the To-5
and The Writing and Editing. There are the same words the audience runs on an amazing journey. For this purpose of the original website of its name, it is the abandonment of ancient Greece with the toponomi and the scenes and the story-telling of the dissociated. La C'lquide is an area of Asia called Mangralia today, where, according to the monitor, a dragon kept an eye on the
golden ball. Velocino is not something that is obtained from the oven, but the oven is not one. A stoic, which is the reason for the expansion of Athens in the east in the pursuit of the Ropek, as well as a vem like the American cluster of El Dorado. The Campaign for The Atananis Argonots to find the Golden Ball, a name that comes by the name of the ship, The Argos. Argos was
the name of the prince who slept 100 eyes and closed 50 while others remained open to see. To go to Colchoon, 50 eyes representing a pair of Demagdas argos were sent. This way Jason will travel like the famous characters, courageous and educated by Kantor Chiron. Hercolis, Zeus's favorite son. And the prophet, who directs Greek history, is a statue of his spirit. On his
journey he will visit many islands, such as Cyprus, from where the name comes from Ciano. Cipriano comes from the ancient name of the goddess Venice or The Roman, A seashell called was created in Ciprea. The divine Zeifer, at birth, is leading the island of Cyprus by morning wind. Cyprus will then be something like Cipris, the goddess of love. Very instrumental in the name
of castro of the Tacharian ruler Ciano. The island of Delia is very close to Cyprus. Delia comes from Delia, an island also known as the Caclades, because it is a circle-sized island, which is called the cycle in Greek. I was born Delos, the moon, another example of Venice. So Delos's Venus was called Delos. He sometimes appears, where the name comes from. The cactileds and
their arrangements would be a rare example with the word Rancho Mirge in a circle. It comes from the French rand, which is in german adam haran, both words mean row. Rand in the deer and the English word ring, meaning ring and by Castellan Run. This word belongs to rand, a military store to designate the circle of soldiers where the food was cooked eaten around a
container. This is why today the army has demanded a field meal. As time passed, this unshakable shelter was applied to the mountainous region of Venezuela cities for a short stay in the countryside. The rancho is related to the ring and there is not from the ring of boxing, where there are boxers, but by the division of fans around it. The ring, on the other hand, of the Latin
anellum, the word according to the name of the system of the process. In the word Panjam, instead used for its unique pants, perhaps the fact is that it is a fabric that is divided into 2 parts. As a fashion by Vanitans, the pants appeared in Europe in the year 1400. The city's patron in Venice is the most famous doctor San Pantale .n, which is called the dress. However, the pants
were already known to the Romans, in some of the third century's frisses you see many figures with pants. In Switzerland and Belgium, it was a distinctive dress of the elite and hence the pants were worn for street artists who were in their comfort and travel. During the French Revolution, the short shell with half silk and boxy shoes was a symbol of the enemies of the revolution,
the rich royal gene. The revolutionaries were badons – colotis, naked feet. The word comes from the gallery galilee, in reference to some parts of the ancient churches outside where the plays or cars of faith were displayed. The part of the houses of the Spanish where the talks were held was also called Galilee. And parties. I have been interested in the name of the cemetery in
Portuguese Galilee. The novel, grapes and more comes from the plant which is aesthetic and thick. The novel type contains a baroque and flowery ornament with which a book is headed to the chapter pages or its cover. For more than one ornament, the novel was the name of the house where General Jose lived in caracas. Congore, it's the word to nominate old and hunting
items. It comes from the parare, which means stop and pocket, chest, which is to defend the chest. A candidate to defend against the Enemy of the Congore is a military term for the trench and therefore is in no way a thing that is not eliminated in any way and in any way. Pomon was a female god of Atroscans, represented the autumn and was the goddess of gardens and fruit.
There is the marham, the name of the apple and the chacotra, the chicotra, the pamadagascas. The pamo was an apple-like container where the apple preparation was kept in the dark. Cheekbone is a small apple and is related to healthy and beautiful faces like apple. The Rosario Rose is a success, from there is designed by Santo Domingo de Guzm son, where each rose
means a prayer for the virgin. Doubt comes from above in Latin, from there every word that starts with su means, above reality. Also from the word spectrum, which is related to the audience. So the meaning of doubt comes from above to search. Isqawaal, this worker is a pejoratawali who is traitor because of his colleagues, when they are on strike, because of the work
themselves, breaking solidarity and breaking up. It is of Catalan origin and it means the ardat is a herd in English and from there. Police forces were also called a saqwarwal to respond to any labour movement immediately. Young is a word that comes from the Sunskart U, which means to grow, to be strong, to help. From there, the Sanskart yuv'n, Persian yvan, Latin Jovanius,
German Yoon, Russian and Italian giovinne, French general and Spanish youth were acquired. The achalyas nazwa reminds us how people's names are always attached, in fact, with the most unexpected things. Lenin, whose name went on in the history of the Russian revolution leader Vladimir Elych, comes from a personal fact. Before the insergang for power, he was deported
to Siberia, a place called Yakosk, which is located on the banks of the Lina River and took the name Lenin along with him for that day. After 1917 victory, many people Hope historical work. Poor in Italy, workers, backward, gave his children his name Lenin. When Mussolini was fissed by a special law, he forced every child he had taken to jail for his father, his name was Lenin.
Interestingly, Mussolini, the son of a 19th century revolutionary, was named after Benito, who praised his father of the 19th century local prophet Benito Ju'rez, who was liberated from the Maximilian Empire from the 19th century in the 60s of Mexico. The name is from religious topics, geographical facts, but also very cold motifs. In Rome, which was born during a morning was
counted as a good sign and was called Prima luce natos, which were born with the first light. From there the name of Lokius was established, which is derived from light. Just like Lucia. These names coming from Latin Lux are related to the appearance, lucid and lucid. Lucid is the one who has the intelligence inner light and Lucid which enables it to have an external light that
spreads. The sun also impressed many beautiful names, as did the stars. Ingrid comes from The German Ulem asaitre, which is related to the English tribe in the southern Finland region. It comes from The Roots, with the Vikings who have taken their picture as a caped mask with the stars that relate to navigation under the stars. The bandh is the Germink and comes from the
song , which is glory , and the baaz means war . Go out there, which is the one who will fight with the glorious war or glory. Some names are from physical appearance or some alias suggested by the property, such as the winner N'ez Caleza de Wauki and the name, mantec n, borrigo, borrigalas, pedro, rookie, palomo All of them were originally aliases, Leun, Canino, Garz, De La
Rida, Bocanigra, Colorado, Verdi, Blue, Pardo, Calvo, Manosalva, etc. Like bacon, which means bacon. Chaos, its real meaning is as mouth. Sarus, which is associated with graves, really means meat eater, sarcous comes from meat and phages, eating. Gladys can be obtained from Roman Galada, a short, straight sword used by Roman Gladi Ater. It may also be the origin of the
clan, the name Of the Church is mentioned by St. Paul in his letter of the Church which was in the world of the British Isles. It can also be a form of claudia, which means in Latin. From there, the name Claudio, the fallen thug and the name Claudio, which applies to people who live. The meaning of the cloud is also attached, from the word to the closure, which means that in
addition to closing and closing, as one within a writing. It was also a subject of hesitation, something related to Antos, which means flowers, so it would be flowering. Others come from the anti-Contraati and the onos in Greek. After that Antonio will be the enemy of the donkey. Philips, the side-by-side friendship for his Greek ingredients and the Hephaus horse, will be the horse's
friend. Months also add to people's names and vice versa. July comes from The Roman Emperor of Julius Caesar and Augustus. Martin was used to his name, Roman Martin, who was born in March, as a tribute to the Mars War God. Martin marshall as that means warrior. Those who share this name are called Tokiaus, a word that comes from the meaning of the collective
tokitoli. This testimony tour how Achalyas Nazwa was a real teacher, a great researcher and the creator of the legacy of great importance. Every text, every poem, every conversation, was a useful experience, because it gave all the graces that make the real writer's ability to appreciate. Achallas Nazwa (1972) The Easiest Things. O.C.I. Carax Achalas Nazwa (1972) The
Comedy of Caracas. 2 skins, Monty Avila, Caracas. The Magic of The Good Saying (2009) U.C.V. Caracis Efra'n Sobaro (1988) in the verse of Venezuela Homeors, Ford Motor of Venezuela, Caracas. Igor Delgado Sr. (2006) To the author-to-laugh: Homeorism in Literature. In: Carlos Pachico, Luis BarraLaras, Beatr's Gonzales Stephen (coord.) travel to the word written in the
nation and literature, Venezuelan culture. Baggot Foundation, Caracas. Manuel Perez Villa (1997) Nazwa, Achalas. In: AAvV. Venezuela's Histri dictionary, Caracas. Trackback links to your website. Web.
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